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In the olfactory system of Drosophila, 50 func-
tional classes of sensory receptor neurons
(ORNs) project in a highly organized fashion
into the CNS, where they sort out from one
another and converge into distinct synaptic
glomeruli. We identified the transmembrane
molecule Semaphorin-1a (Sema-1a) as an es-
sential component to ensure glomerulus-spe-
cific axon segregation. Removal of sema-1a in
ORNs does not affect the pathfinding toward
their target area but disrupts local axonal con-
vergence into a single glomerulus, resulting in
two distinct targeting phenotypes: axons either
intermingle with adjacent ORN classes or seg-
regate according to their odorant receptor iden-
tity into ectopic sites. Differential Sema-1a ex-
pression can be detected among neighboring
glomeruli, and mosaic analyses show that
sema-1a functions nonautonomously in ORN
axon sorting. These findings provide insights
into the mechanism by which afferent interac-
tions lead to synaptic specificity in the olfactory
system.
INTRODUCTION
The development of precise stereotypic connections in
sensory systems is essential for creating accurate internal
representations of the external world. However, the mo-
lecular mechanisms underlying the formation of these
sensory maps are poorly understood (O’Leary et al.,
1999). A striking example of the remarkable specificity in
sensory map organization is the olfactory system (Mom-
baerts, 2001). In mice, the olfactory epithelium contains
about a 1000 different classes of olfactory receptor neu-
rons (ORNs) defined by a unique odorant receptor (OR)
expression (Buck and Axel, 1991; Vassar et al., 1993). All
ORNs displaying the identical sensory specificity are dis-
tributed in the olfactory epithelium, intermingled with otherNORN classes, but send their axons to the same glomeruli,
the primary synaptic target units in the olfactory bulb
(Mombaerts et al., 1996). These synaptic glomeruli,
located at fixed positions in the olfactory bulb, are exclu-
sively innervated by axons expressing the same OR
(Bozza et al., 2002), thereby providing the morphological
basis for odorant-specific activity patterns in the brain
(Bozza et al., 2004).
The molecular signals controlling class-specific ORN
connectivity seem to work in distinct steps leading to
a successive refinement in the projection of olfactory
axons to a single glomerulus (St John et al., 2002). In
mouse, it is now well established that odorant receptors
themselves play an instructive role in ORN axon projection
(Feinstein and Mombaerts, 2004; Mombaerts et al., 1996;
Wang et al., 1998), but the mechanism underlying terminal
axon sorting remains unclear. Beside ORs, additional
signaling molecules have been implicated in ORN axon
targeting, including guidance cues of the Ephrin, Sema-
phorin, and Slit family (Cloutier et al., 2004; Knoll et al.,
2003; Schwarting et al., 2000, 2004). Whereas EphA family
members are thought to support the OR function in final
glomerulus positioning (Cutforth et al., 2003), other sig-
nals, based on their broader expression pattern, are
more likely to organize the ORN projections from specific
sensory epithelial domains toward their olfactory bulb tar-
get area (Alenius and Bohm, 2003; Yoshihara et al., 1997).
The adult olfactory system of Drosophila displays the
same degree of sensory and synaptic specificity com-
pared to vertebrates, but with a reduced numerical com-
plexity (Jefferis and Hummel, 2006; Jefferis et al., 2002;
Stocker, 1994). The roughly 1500 ORNs of the adult fly
cover the surface of two peripheral olfactory organs, the
third antennal segment and the maxillary palps (see
Figure 1A). Following the ‘‘one-receptor-one-neuron’’ rule
typical for sensory neurons, most of the ORNs express
exclusively one functional odorant receptor out of a reper-
toire of 60 OR genes (Couto et al., 2005; Fishilevich and
Vosshall, 2005; Vosshall, 2000; Vosshall et al., 1999).
Two to four ORNs of different receptor classes are grouped
in a genetically specified combination in the three main
morphological types of sensory structures, the basiconic,
coeloconic, and trichoid sensilla (Stocker, 2001; Fig-
ure 1A). The axonal projection of almost all of the basiconiceuron 53, 169–184, January 18, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 169
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Semaphorin-1a in Olfactory Axon ConvergenceFigure 1. Mutations in semaphorin-1a Disrupt ORN Axon Targeting
(A) Organization of the Drosophila adult olfactory system. The two main olfactory organs, the antenna (ANT) and the maxillary palps (MP) are covered
with different types of sensilla, from which a subset of sensilla basiconica (ab and pb) and sensilla trichoid (at) are shown. Inside each sensillum,
olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) expressing specific odorant receptors (ORs) are housed. The sensilla of the same type (e.g., ab1) are distributed
in a distinct antennal surface region and project their axons to a specific glomerulus in the antennal lobe (AL).
(B) The projections of four antennal ORN classes (21a, 23a, 47a, 47b) as well as one ORN class localized on the maxillary palps (46a) to their target
glomeruli are shown.
(C–F) Mutations in semaphorin-1a (sema-1a) lead to specific ORN targeting defects.
(C and D) From the five ORN classes labeled in the eyFLP-induced sema-1aV2-13 mosaics, ORN 21a (broad arrow), 46a (small arrow), and 47b (arrow
head) display local targeting defects. The same kind of ORN axon-targeting defects can be observed in eyFLP-induced sema-1aP1 (E) and sema-1aP2
(F) mosaics.
(G–O) Semaphorin-1a expression during olfactory system development. Sema-1a is strongly enriched on outgrowing ORN axons (Sg18-Gal4/UAS-
CD8GFP) in the pupal maxillary palps (arrow in G0) and antennae (arrow in H0). The P(lacZ) enhancer trap insertion sema-1aP1 shows expression in all
maxillary ORNs (I and J).
No Sema-1a expression can be detected in homozygous mutant sema-1aP1 ORNs (green cells in [K]). In contrast, mutant sema-1aV2-13 ORNs strongly
accumulate Sema-1a in the cell bodies (green) and no expression was found in axons (arrow in [L]).
(M) In the developing AL, Sema-1a expression can be observed on PN dendrites (GH146-Gal4/UAS-CD8GFP) before ORN axon in-growth (20 hr
APF). During the time of glomerulus formation (40–50 hr APF), Sema-1a displays differential expression levels in the AL (N and O). DA1 and VA1
show a strong, DM3 a weak, and DA3/DA4 no significant Sema-1a labeling. Due to the visualization of the ORN axons using MARCM, glomeruli
show different intensities of GFP labeling.
Genotypes: (B) eyFLP; w+ FRT40/cycE FRT40; ‘‘multiple ORN-sytGFP’’. (C–F) eyFLP; sema-1a FRT40/ cycE FRT40; ‘‘multiple ORN-sytGFP’’.
(K) eyFLP; FRT40 sema-1aP1/Gal80 FRT40; elav-Gal4 UAS-CD8GFP. (L) eyFLP; FRT40 sema-1aV2-13/Gal80 FRT40; elav-Gal4 UAS-CD8GFP.
(B–F) Green: Syt-GFP or mCD8-GFP; red: DN-Cadherin or nc82; blue: TOTO-3. (G–H) Green: mCD8-GFP; red: anti-SEMA-1A; blue: TOTO-3. (I and J)
Green: CD8-GFP; red: anti-Sema-1a; blue: anti-bGal. (K and L) Green: CD8-GFP; red: anti-Sema-1a; (M–O) Green: CD8-GFP; red: anti-Sema-1a;
blue: DN-Cadherin.170 Neuron 53, 169–184, January 18, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.
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Semaphorin-1a in Olfactory Axon Convergenceand trichoid ORNs into the first synaptic olfactory CNS re-
gion, the antennal lobe (AL), has recently been described,
confirming the class-specific axon convergence into dis-
tinct olfactory glomeruli (Couto et al., 2005; Fishilevich
and Vosshall, 2005; Gao et al., 2000; Vosshall et al.,
2000). In contrast to vertebrates, antennal lobe glomeruli
can be uniquely identified not only by the class-specific
ORN innervation but also by a distinct size, shape, and
position in the AL (Couto et al., 2005; Laissue et al., 1999).
Despite a similar organization to the vertebrate olfactory
system, odorant receptors do not seem to play a role in the
fly sensory connectivity (Elmore et al., 2003). So far only
a few molecules have been identified that, when mutated,
lead to the disruption of Drosophila ORN axon projection.
Mutations in the guidance receptor Dscam (Hummel et al.,
2003) and Robo (Jhaveri et al., 2004) as well as the signal-
ing adaptor molecules Dock and Pak (Ang et al., 2003)
lead to more global mistargeting defects in which axons
of the same ORN class project into inappropriate AL
regions. In contrast, ORNs, in which the transcription
factor Acj6 (Komiyama et al., 2004) or the classical N-
Cadherin (Hummel and Zipursky, 2004) have been
removed, send their axons to the appropriate AL target
area but fail to converge into a single glomerular unit.
Here, we describe the identification of semaphorin-1a
(sema-1a) as part of a locally acting signaling mechanism
that ensures correct ORN axon convergence. Semaphor-
ins are a family of secreted or membrane-associated gly-
coproteins that share a conserved 400 amino acid extra-
cellular ‘‘Sema’’ domain and can be divided, on the basis
of their sequence and structural similarity, into three inver-
tebrate and five vertebrate Semaphorin subgroups (Khare
et al., 2000; Kolodkin, 1998; Pasterkamp and Kolodkin,
2003; Raper, 2000; Yu and Kolodkin, 1999). Semaphorins
can signal in a short- and long-range fashion via binding to
members of the Plexin family (Negishi et al., 2005). In vitro
analyses have revealed the potent chemorepulsive
(Kruger et al., 2005; Puschel et al., 1995) and, to a lesser
extent, chemoattractive (de Castro et al., 1999; Polleux
et al., 2000) properties of Semaphorins. In addition, ge-
netic approaches in both vertebrate and invertebrate
species have underscored the importance of Semaphorin
signaling for multiple guidance events in vivo, including
axon steering (Legg and O’Connor, 2003), zonal segrega-
tion of distinct axon populations (Cloutier et al., 2004;
Varela-Echavarria et al., 1997), and neuronal cell migration
(Kerjan et al., 2005). In Drosophila, sema-1a has been
shown to control selective fasciculation during motoneu-
ron and photoreceptor pathfinding (Cafferty et al., 2006;
Winberg et al., 1998; Yu et al., 1998, 2000) and is involved
in the assembly of a central synapse (Godenschwege
et al., 2002). Here, we show that sema-1a mutant ORN
axons project normally toward their target region in the
AL but fail to coalesce into a single synaptic glomerulus.
Interestingly, affected ORNs display two distinct types of
axon convergence defects in a class-specific manner,
suggesting that different targeting mechanisms are
employed by projecting ORN classes.NRESULTS
Mutations in semaphorin-1a (sema-1a) Affect ORN
Axon Targeting
To identify genes that control the development of ORN
class-specific synaptic connections in Drosophila, we
used a FRT/FLP-based genetic mosaic system (Xu and
Rubin, 1993) to induce homozygous mutant ORNs in the
peripheral olfactory system (see Experimental Proce-
dures). Axon targeting in the AL was visualized through
the simultaneous expression of Synaptotagmin-GFP
(UAS-sytGFP) in five ORN classes (OR-Gal4; Figures 1A
and 1B). In wild-type, two of the labeled ORN classes,
47a and 23a, innervate the dorsally located glomeruli
DM3 and DA3, respectively. The remaining ORN classes
project their axons to glomeruli in the ventrolateral AL,
ORN21a to the most ventrally located V glomerulus (visu-
alized by using a reporter for the gustatory receptor Gr21a,
see Experimental Procedures), ORN46a onto the central
VA7 and the ORN47b axons stop at the VA1l/m glomeru-
lus next to the antennal nerve (AN) entrance (Figures 1A
and 1B). The ORN46a class is located in the maxillary
palps and project their axons through the labial nerve
into the AL, whereas the other ORN classes are housed
in the third antennal segment (Figure 1A).
In a screen for genes that are involved in the develop-
ment of this highly stereotypic innervation pattern we
identified the mutation V2-13, in which a subset of the
analyzed ORN classes displays a characteristic axonal
misprojection phenotype (Figures 1C and 1D). Whereas
the ORN23a and ORN47a axons are restricted to their
dorsal target glomeruli (Figures 1C and 1D; see also Fig-
ures 3E and 3F and see Figures S1C and S1C0 in the Sup-
plemental Data available with this article online), multiple
ectopic innervations could be detected in the vicinity of
the ventral glomeruli V, VA1, VA7. This phenotype is highly
penetrant (90%, n > 40). The ORN targeting phenotype
cosegregated with a single lethality in the cytological
region 29E and further complementation tests identified
V2-13 as an allele of semaphorin-1a (sema-1a). Two inde-
pendent semaphorin-1a alleles (sema-1aP1 and sema-
1aP2) showed the same ORN axon targeting defect as
sema-1aV2-13 (Figures 1E and 1F).
In summary, sema-1a mutant ORN axons are able to
project properly from the peripheral epithelium toward
and across the AL. However, instead of converging into
a single glomerulus, a subset of sema-1a mutant ORN
axons terminated into multiple glomeruli in the vicinity of
the target region.
Glomerulus-Specific Sema-1a Expression
in the Developing AL
To determine if the requirement for axon targeting in spe-
cific ORN classes reflects a differential expression of
sema-1a, we analyzed the distribution of Sema-1a in the
developing peripheral and central olfactory system. By
visualizing early differentiating ORNs (25–45 hr APF, after
puparium formation, eclosion after 100 hr), a broadeuron 53, 169–184, January 18, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 171
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Semaphorin-1a in Olfactory Axon ConvergenceFigure 2. Axon Convergence Defects of Maxillary Palp ORNs in sema-1a Mutants
(A) Schematic representation of five maxillary ORN class projections through the suboesophageal ganglion (SOG) into two different AL regions.
(B–F) In the wild-type AL, maxillary palp ORN axons converge tightly onto specific glomeruli. (B0–F0) In sema-1amutants, axons of the same ORN class
fail to converge into a single glomerulus but distribute locally into multiple accumulations of axon termini. Graph shows the percentage of ORN axon
mistargeting for the five analyzed ORN classes, bars represent ‘‘cycE-selected’’ mosaics; hatched bars represent MARCM (see Figure S3).
(G–I) Simultaneous labeling of the ORN classes 46a and 71a showed two distinct glomerular units in the wild-type AL (G) but absence of any glomer-
ular boundary in sema-1a mutant ALs (H and I).
Genotype: (B–F) eyFLP; w+ FRT40/cycE FRT40; ORN-sytGFP. (B0–F0 ) eyFLP; sema-1aV2-13 FRT40/ cycE FRT40; ORN-sytGFP. (G) eyFLP; w+ FRT40/
cycE FRT40; Or46a::sytGFP 71a-Gal4 UAS-CD2. (H and I) eyFLP; sema-1aV2-13 FRT40/cycE FRT40; Or46a::sytGFP 71a-Gal4 UAS-CD2.
(B–F) Green: Syt-GFP; red: DN-Cadherin or nc82; blue: TOTO-3. (G–I) Green: Syt-GFP; red: CD-2.neuronal Sema-1a expression can be detected in the
sensory layers of the maxillary palps and third antennal
segment (Figures 1G and 1H). Because Sema-1a localizes
to projecting sensory axons and dendrites but not to cell
bodies, we confirmed the neuronal expression using the
two independent sema-1a enhancer trap insertions
sema-1aP1 (Figures 1I and 1J) and sema-1aP2 (data not
shown). By labeling homozygous mutant cells using the
MARCM technique (see below), we could not detect
Sema-1a expression in sema-1aP1 mosaics (Figures 1K
and 1K0), indicating a loss-of-function mutation. In
contrast, mutant sema-1aV2-13 ORNs strongly accumulate
Sema-1a in the cell bodies, and no expression was found
in axons (Figure 1L), suggesting that sema-1aV2-13 is at
least a strong hypomorphic allele in respect to ORN
axon targeting.
In the early AL, Sema-1a is substantially expressed on
AL projection neuron (PN) dendrites before and at the
time of ORN axon arrival (18–25 hr APF; Figure 1M).
Sema-1a-positive ORN axons project along the peripheral
AL nerve layer between 25 and 35 hr APF (Figure S2A).
Following the formation of protoglomeruli, Sema-1a
expression is enriched in these focal axon condensations
and subsequently concentrates in newly developing
glomeruli (Figure 1N). Interestingly, developing glomeruli
show different levels of Sema-1a expression, ranging
from very strong to weak or absent Sema-1a labeling172 Neuron 53, 169–184, January 18, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.(Figure 1N and Table S1). For example, in the anterior-
lateral AL region, DA1 and VA1 display a strong, DL3
a weak, and DA3 and DA4 no Sema-1a labeling (Figures
1O and S2C). In the posterior-ventral AL, the elongated
Sema-1a-negative V glomerulus is flanked by highly ex-
pressing glomeruli (Figures S2B and S2D). No significant
Sema-1a expression can be detected in the dorsomedial
AL region (Figure S2B). In newly eclosed flies, Sema-1a
expression in the AL diminishes rapidly (data not shown).
The differential expression in adjacent glomeruli raises
the possibility that ORN classes that project into the
same AL region utilize Sema-1a as a positional cue in
axon targeting.
ORN Class-Specific Requirement of sema-1a
Function in Axon Targeting
To assess the class-specific requirement for sema-1a in
ORN targeting, we analyzed the projections of 22 maxillary
and antennal ORN classes (Figures 2, 3, S1, and S3).
In wild-type, maxillary palp ORNs extend through the
suboesophageal ganglion (SOG), enter the AL next to
the V glomerulus and segregate into a ventral and a medial
target area (Couto et al., 2005; Fishilevich and Vosshall,
2005; Figure 2A). In the majority of the analyzed brains,
sema-1a mutant maxillary ORNs project normally through
the labial nerve toward the corresponding glomerular
region. However, instead of converging on a single
Neuron
Semaphorin-1a in Olfactory Axon ConvergenceFigure 3. Class-Specific Axon-Targeting
Defects of Antennal ORNs in sema-1a
Mutants
Synaptic specificity of sema-1a mutant ORNs
compared to wild-type.
(A) Analyzed ORN classes were subdivided into
three populations based on their innervation of
the lateral (red glomeruli), ventromedial (blue
glomeruli), and dorsomedial (purple glomeruli)
AL region (see also Figure S1). For each of
these ORN groups, only a subset shows a local
mistargeting defect (underlined).
(B) Summary of the sema-1a targeting defects
of different ORN classes (n = 20–30 ALs for
each ORN class).
(C–F) For the dorsal glomeruli, only ORN19a
axons innervating DC3 displays ectopic projec-
tions into neighboring, preferentially lateral,
glomeruli (D0 ), whereas adjacent glomeruli be-
come normally innervated (e.g., ORN47a in [F]).
(G–J) The two ORN classes that converge onto
two neighboring lateral glomeruli, ORN47b (G
and H) and ORN83c (I and J), display distinct
targeting defects (‘‘type 2’’ ectopic conver-
gence for ORN47b and ‘‘type 1’’ reduced con-
vergence for ORN83c).
(K–N) For the ORN classes that project to
ventral glomeruli, misprojection into regions
adjacent to the cognate target glomerulus can
be found for ORN49b (‘‘type 1’’ defect) and
ORN67b (‘‘type 2’’ defect).
Genotype: (C, E, G, I, K, and M) eyFLP; w+
FRT40/cycE FRT40; ORN-sytGFP. (D, F, H, J,
L, and N) eyFLP; sema-1aV2-13 FRT40/ cycE
FRT40; ORN-sytGFP.
Green: Syt-GFP or CD8-GFP; red: DN-
Cadherin or nc82; blue: TOTO-3.glomerulus, mutant axon termini spread into adjacent re-
gions (Figures 2B0–2F0). In all of the analyzed five maxillary
ORN classes, we observed a similar local targeting defect(60%–90% penetrance, n > 20 for each class, see graph in
Figure 2). Double labeling of two maxillary ORN classes
projecting to neighboring glomeruli revealed a disruptionNeuron 53, 169–184, January 18, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 173
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Semaphorin-1a in Olfactory Axon Convergenceof glomerular boundaries (Figures 2G–2I). In about 10%
of the analyzed sema-1a mosaic brains, most of the
ORN axons in the labial nerve terminate in a large neuropil
accumulation outside the ventral AL (Figures S3A–S3D).
Next, we compared the projection of 17 ORN classes
from antennal trichoid and basiconic sensilla onto neigh-
boring glomeruli in the anterior-lateral, ventromedial, and
dorsomedial AL region (Figure 3A). For about half of the
analyzed antennal ORN classes, a substantial defect in
their glomerulus-specific axon projection was detected
(Figures 3A and 3B). Whereas only a single class in the
dorsal AL region (ORN19a) is affected, 8 out of 13 ana-
lyzed ORN classes in the ventral and lateral AL region
require sema-1a function for the convergence into a single
glomerulus (Figures 3C–3N).
Interestingly, the ORN classes affected in sema-1a
mutants can be subdivided into two phenotypic groups.
The ‘‘type 1 convergence defect,’’ in which individual
axons spread into adjacent glomerular regions as
described above for the maxillary ORN classes, can also
be observed for some antennal ORN classes, e.g.,
ORN19a, 43b, 49b (Figures 3C and 3D, 3K and 3L, and
4A). In other antennal ORNs, e.g., 21a, 47b, and 67b (Fig-
ures 3G and 3H, 3M and 3N, and 4J–4L), the loss of sema-
1a leads to a different axon targeting phenotype (‘‘type 2
convergence defect’’). Here, mutant axons accumulated
in ectopic glomerulus-like structures in the vicinity of the
cognate target glomerulus. The requirement of sema-1a
for axon targeting in specific ORN classes does not cor-
relate with the sensillum type (e.g., trichoid versus
basiconic) or the position of the target glomerulus in the
AL. Rather, individual ORN classes appear to require
sema-1a in multiple AL regions to restrict their synaptic
connections to the glomerular boundaries.
Class-Specific ORN Axon Segregation in sema-1a
Ectopic Glomeruli
To further characterize the relationship between the two
types of axon segregation defects and the differential
expression of Sema-1a, we analyzed the ectopic targeting
of ORN axons in the lateral AL. In sema-1a mutants, 47b
ORNs display ‘‘type 2’’ ectopic projections, ranging from
a dorsal elongation of the VA1l/m glomerulus (e.g., Figures
1C and 4F) to a split into two 47b-positive glomeruli (Fig-
ures 4A and 4E). The direct medial and dorsal neighbor
glomeruli VA1d and DA4 show a ‘‘type 1 convergence
defect’’ of ORN88a and ORN43a class axons, respectively
(Figure 4A). In early glomerulus development, VA1l/m and
VA1d exhibit a high level of SEMA-1A expression while DA4
does not contain a detectable amount of SEMA-1A (see
Figure 1O). For the DA3 glomerulus no defect of the
corresponding ORN23a innervation can be observed
(Figure S1C), correlating with the absence of Sema-1a
during DA3 development (see Figure 1O).
To determine if the ectopic innervation described above
defines local, ipsilateral targeting defects or are more
distant, contralateral projections, we performed unilateral
ORN axotomy (Hummel et al., 2003; Vosshall et al., 2000;174 Neuron 53, 169–184, January 18, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.Figures 4B and 4C). In sema-1a mutants, in which the
innervation from one antenna can be followed, ORN47b
axons show mostly ipsilateral targeting defects (arrow in
Figure 4C), indicating that sema-1a affects local axon con-
vergence. In sema-1a mosaics, in which the VA1 innerva-
tion is visualized using ORN47b-CD2 and ORN88a-GFP,
no coconvergence of these two classes can be detected
(Figures 4D–4F). The glomerular boundaries are irregular
but the axons still sort out in a class-specific manner (Fig-
ures 4E and 4F). Similar segregation behavior can be
observed between ectopic ORN47b and ORN43a axons
(Figures 4G–4I). These data indicate that ‘‘type 2’’-defec-
tive ORN axons do not innervate existing glomeruli but
segregate from neighboring ORN classes to coalesce
into new glomerulus-like structures.
To test if the ORN class-specific separation of ectopic
axons can be observed in other AL regions, we character-
ized the projection of ORN21a axons (Figures 4J–4P). In
sema-1a mutants ORN21a axons form an ectopic glomer-
ulus-like axon accumulation similar to the sema-1a
ORN47b phenotype, (Figures 4K and 4L). In addition,
only ORN21a axons can be detected terminating in these
ectopic glomeruli and neighboring ORN classes do not
invade the cognate V glomerulus (Figures 4M–4P). The
ORN axon segregation corresponds to the difference in
the Sema-1a expression levels in this region, as described
above (Figures S2B and S2D). These data confirm the
class-specific segregation of ectopic axons for the
sema-1a mutant ORN classes that show the ‘‘type 2 con-
vergence defect.’’ In addition, the ectopic axon conver-
gence in sema-1a mosaics can be found at a distinct
position next to the cognate target glomerulus, which in
wild-type is occupied by an ORN class with a different
Sema-1a expression level.
Sema-1a Controls Distinct Steps in Axonal
Convergence
We next determined the onset of the sema-1aORN target-
ing defect during pupal development (Figure 5). Because
no developmental markers for the single ORN classes
described above are available, we generated the connec-
tin-Gal4 (con-Gal4) line (see Experimental Procedures)
that allows to visualize the projection of multiple ORN clas-
ses onto anterior-lateral glomeruli, including ORN47b,
88a, and 43a. Following the arrival and projection of
ORN axons across the AL at around 20 hr APF, no signs
of glomerulus formation are detectable within the next
15 hr of axon sorting in the peripheral nerve fiber layer
(Hummel and Zipursky, 2004; Jefferis et al., 2004; Jhaveri
et al., 2000). With the beginning of ORN axon convergence
in different AL regions at about 40 hr APF, the initial proto-
glomerular organization does not allow us to recognize
the boundaries inside the VA1 complex as well as between
VA1 and DA4 precursors, whereas the more laterally
positioned DA1 and DA3 glomeruli are already distinct
units (Figures 5A and 5B). In the next 5 hr the interglomer-
ular boundaries become visible thereby separating the
dorsal DA4 from ventral VA1 and their intraglomerulus
Neuron
Semaphorin-1a in Olfactory Axon ConvergenceFigure 4. Disruption of Glomerulus Convergence in sema-1a Mutants
(A) In wild-type, the dorsal boundary of the two ORN classes 47b and 88a innervating VA1l/m and VA1d are localized next to the DA4 glomerulus, the
target site of ORN43a axons. In sema-1a mutants, ORN47b axons extend into dorsal AL regions (arrow), resulting in large fraction of ORN47b axons
occupying the prospective ORN43a target area (arrow).
(B and C) To characterize the sema-1a targeting defect, we removed the ORN innervation from one antenna (illustrated through the lack of the green
‘‘antennal nerve’’) thereby allowing to visualize the ipsi- and contralateral projection of the remaining ORN axons. Ipsilateral and thereby local targeting
defect can be detected (arrow in [C]).
(D–F) Differential labeling of two ORN classes in wild-type and sema-1a mutants. Dorsal elongation of ORN47b and 88a innervation of the VA1
glomerulus, but no coconvergence of the two ORN classes and restriction to glomerulus compartments in sema-1a mutants.
(G–I) Similarly, despite a tight interaction between the ectopic ORN47b and the ORN43a axons, no coconvergence of both axon classes can be
observed (inlay in [I] shows a lateral view).
(J–P) Analysis of ORN21a projection in wild-type (J, M, and O) and sema-1a mutants (K, L, N, and P). In two different marker backgrounds (con-Gal4,
MT14-Gal4), which allow us to visualize the innervation of different ventral glomeruli without labeling the ORN21a-positive V glomerulus, no cocon-
vergence of ORN21a axons with other ORN classes can be detected.
Genotypes: (A, left column; B; and J) eyFLP; w+ FRT40/cycE FRT40; OR-sytGFP. (A, right column; C; K; and L) eyFLP; sema-1aV2-13 FRT40/ cycE
FRT40; OR-sytGFP. (D) eyFLP; w+ FRT40/cycE FRT40; Or88a::CD8GFP Or47b-Gal4 UAS-CD2. (E and F) eyFLP; sema-1aV2-13 FRT40/ cycE
FRT40; Or88a::CD8GFP Or47b-Gal4 UAS-CD2. (G) eyFLP; Or47b::sytGFP FRT40/cycE FRT40; Or43a-Gal4 UAS-CD2. (H and I) eyFLP; Or47b::
sytGFP sema-1aV2-13 FRT40/cycE FRT40; Or43a-Gal4 UAS-CD2. (M) eyFLP; Gr21a::sytGFP FRT40/cycE FRT40; con-Gal4 UAS-CD2. (N) eyFLP;
sema-1aV2-13 Gr21a::sytGFP FRT40/cycE FRT40; con-Gal4 UAS-CD2. (O) eyFLP; Gr21a::sytGFP FRT40/cycE FRT40; MT14-Gal4 UAS-CD2. (P)
eyFLP; sema-1aV2-13 Gr21a::sytGFP FRT40/cycE FRT40; MT14-Gal4 UAS-CD2.
(A–C and J–L) Green: Syt-GFP; red: DN-Cadherin or nc82; blue: TOTO-3. (D–I and M–P) Green: Syt-GFP/CD8-GFP; red: CD-2; blue: TOTO-3.Neuron 53, 169–184, January 18, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 175
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Pupal development of the VA1 glomerulus complex in wild-type (left column) and sema-1a mutants (right column). At 40 hr APF, ORN47b axons are
tightly associated with the ORN88a axons at the dorsal edge of the VA1 glomerulus complex (A–C), but they retract into ventral directions during the
next 10 hr of pupal development (D and G). In contrast, in sema-1amutant ORN47b axons fail to retract at this stage of glomerulus morphogenesis and
remain in this elongated shape at 50h APF (I). The arrows in (D)–(L) indicate the most dorsomedial tip of the VA1l/m and VA1d glomeruli. Green:
Syt-GFP; red: DN-Cadherin; blue: TOTO-3.compartments (arrows in Figure 5D). In the following step
of axon convergence, VA1l/m retracts the dorsal axonal
projections (arrows in Figures 5E, 5G, and 5H), thereby
obtaining the adult-like glomerulus organization (Figures
5J and 5K).
By visualizing the sema-1a mutant ORN axons that
innervate the anterior-ventral AL, we did not observe any
obvious differences at the onset of glomerulus induction
or the initial boundary formation (Figures 5C and 5F). How-
ever, at the next step of glomerulus sorting, sema-1a
mutant ORN47b axons fail to retract ventrally, keeping in
contact with the DA4 glomerulus (arrows in Figure 5I).
These data suggest a model in which Sema-1a func-
tions in two distinct steps in ORN axon targeting, first in
the class-specific segregation into protoglomeruli and
second in the interaction between presorted ORN axons
leading to the precise assembly of olfactory glomeruli in
the mature AL.
Nonautonomous Function of sema-1a in ORN Axon
Sorting
To further characterize the sema-1a-mediated interaction
between ORN axons, we changed the ratio of mutant and176 Neuron 53, 169–184, January 18, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.wild-type axons using MARCM and analyzed the resulting
targeting phenotype (Figure 6). In genetic mosaics, the
MARCM technique allows to specifically label the homo-
zygous mutant cells (see Experimental Procedures) to dis-
tinguish between an autonomous or nonautonomous
gene function. In MARCM clones, the innervation of the
VA1 glomeruli by ORN47b and ORN88a shows an elonga-
tion into dorsal directions (Figure 6A, arrow in Figure 6B),
but we did not observe a distinct ectopic convergence
of ORN47b axons (compare to Figure 3H). In the ventral
AL, homozygous ORN21a axons display ectopic dorsal
axon projections (arrow in Figure 6D), whereas MARCM-
positive ORN67b axons are not affected in their innerva-
tion pattern (Figure 6C).
To determine if the sema-1a mutant ORN axons influ-
ence the neighboring axons, we generated ‘‘reverse
MARCM’’ clones (Zhu and Luo, 2004), which allows the
selective visualization of the homozygous wild-type
ORN axons in the mosaics tissue (‘‘twin spot’’; Figures
6E–6H). Surprisingly, in sema-1a mosaic clones the ho-
mozygous wild-type ORN47b axons show a severe ec-
topic targeting phenotype (Figure 6E), indicating that
sema-1a functions in a nonautonomous manner. The
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(A–D) To follow the projection of the homozygous mutant axons we induced sema-1a MARCM clones. For the VA1 complex, an extension dorsally of
homozygous sema-1a mutant ORN47b (A) and 88a (arrow in [B0]) axons can be observed. In the ventral AL region, homozygous mutant sema-1a
ORN21a axons display a substantial ectopic mistargeting (arrow in [D0 ]), but the ORN67b axons fully converge onto the VA3 glomerulus (C0 ).
(E–H) To visualize the projection of the corresponding homozygous wild-type ORN axons in a sema-1a mosaics, ‘‘reverse MARCM’’ clones were
induced. For ORN21a, 47b, and 88a, but not for ORN67, a fraction of the wild-type axons in a sema-1a mosaic tissue fail to innervate the prospective
target glomerulus but converge ectopically (arrows in E–H).
(I–L) In hsFLP-induced small MARCM clones, GFP-positive sema-1a mutant axons of the analyzed ORN classes are differentially affected. Whereas
ORN47b, 88a, and 67b do not display any mistargeting phenotypes, single sema-1a mutant ORN21a axons project into the dorsal region above the V
glomerulus (arrows in [L0] and inlay).
Genotype: (A–C) eyFLP; w+ FRT40/Gal80 FRT40; ORN-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP. (A0–C0) eyFLP; sema-1aV2-13 FRT40/ Gal80 FRT40; ORN-Gal4 UAS-
sytGFP. (D) eyFLP; w+ FRT40/Gal80 FRT40; GR21a-Gal4 UAS-CD2. (D0) eyFLP; sema-1aV2-13 FRT40/Gal80 FRT40; GR21a-Gal4 UAS-CD2. (E–G)
eyFLP; sema-1aV2-13 Gal80 FRT40/ FRT40; ORN-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP. (H) eyFLP; sema-1aV2-13 Gal80 FRT40/ FRT40; ORN-Gal4 UAS-CD2. (I–K) hsFLP;
w+ FRT40/Gal80 FRT40; ORN-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP. (I0–K0) hsFLP; sema-1aV2-13 FRT40/ Gal80 FRT40; ORN-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP. (L) hsFLP; w+ FRT40/
Gal80 FRT40; ORN21a-Gal4 UAS-CD2. (L0) hsFLP; sema-1aV2-13 FRT40/ Gal80 FRT40; ORN21a-Gal4 UAS-CD2.
(A–C, A0–C0, E–G, I–K, and I0–K0) Green: Syt-GFP; red: DN-Cadherin or nc82; blue: TOTO-3. (D and D0, H, L, and L0) Green: CD2; blue: TOTO-3.neighboring homozygous ORN88a axons display a mild
mistargeting defect, similar to the MARCM phenotype
(Figure 6F). In the ventral AL, homozygous wild-type
ORN21a axons also fail to converge onto a single glomer-
ulus (Figure 6H), further supporting a nonautonomous
requirement of sema-1a for these ORN classes. In con-
trast, the neighboring ORN67b-positive VA3 glomerulus
shows a normal axonal restriction in sema-1a ‘‘reverse
MARCM’’ (Figure 6G).
To test if sema-1amutant axon convergence phenotype
might be in part also due to a cell-autonomous function,
we induced single-cell MARCM clones (Figures 6I–6L).
In contrast to the large sema-1a mutant mosaics, small
patches of sema-1a mutant axons in a mostly heterozy-gous axonal environment display no obvious mistargeting
defects for the analyzed ORN classes 47b, 88a (Figures 6I
and 6J), and 43a (data not shown), which is consistent with
the strong nonautonomous sema-1a effects described
above. However, a small number of sema-1a mutant
ORN21a axons in a heterozygous environment do not tar-
get correctly onto the V glomerulus (Figure 6L). Taken to-
gether, these data indicate a primarily nonautonomous
sema-1a function in interaxonal signaling. Furthermore,
the results from reverse MARCM experiments show that
neighboring ORN axons expressing different levels of
Sema-1a sort out into distinct glomerular units.
Maxillary ORN classes show a similar local axon
convergence defect in sema-1a MARCM clones (e.g.,Neuron 53, 169–184, January 18, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 177
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Semaphorin-1a in Olfactory Axon ConvergenceORN46a and 59c, Figures S3E–S3H). In addition, we ob-
served an ORN class-specific effect of sema-1a mutant
axons on the homozygous wild-type axons in ‘‘reverse
MARCM’’ studies (Figures S3I and S3J). Finally, mild
ORN axon segregation defects could be observed in small
sema-1a mosaics for all five analyzed maxillary palp ORN
classes (Figures S3K–S3N and data not shown). In sum-
mary, the class-specific phenotypes in the different clonal
backgrounds also hint to a mainly nonautonomous func-
tion of sema-1a in the signaling in maxillary ORN axons
and could reflect a crosstalk between axons from the
antenna and maxillary palp during their integration into
a common target field.
Sema-1a Signaling in ORN Axon-Axon Sorting
The dose dependency of interaxonal Sema-1a signaling
observed in loss-of-function studies predict that an in-
creased Sema-1a expression in adjacent glomeruli should
also interfere with precise ORN axon segregation. To test
this conclusion, Sema-1a was expressed in specific ORN
classes innervating a set of neighboring glomeruli by the
Gal4/UAS system (Figure 7A). Overexpression led to a
disruption of the glomerular boundaries (Figure 7B), sug-
gesting that a homogeneous expression level across a
developing glomerulus field interferes with proper axon
segregation. Visualization of the projection by single
ORN classes within the domain overexpressing Sema-
1a domain revealed an elongation of axon convergence
for both antennal (Figures 7E and 7F) and maxillary
ORNs (Figures 7G and 7H). This disruption of interglomer-
ular boundaries seems to be restricted to glomeruli inside
the expression domain, because no extension into glo-
meruli directly adjacent to the expression domain can be
found (Figures 7I and 7J). Similar defects were observed
following the developmental expression of Sema-1a in
two ORN classes that target onto neighboring glomeruli
(72OK-Gal4, Figures 7C and 7D and data not shown).
The disruption of glomerulus innervation by Sema-1a
overexpression appears to be due to defects in the initial
ORN axon targeting and not synapse stabilization, be-
cause Sema-1a overexpression after glomerulus assem-
bly (after 50 hr APF) using the OR-Gal4 driver lines has
no effect (data not shown).
To test if terminal ORN axon sorting is mediated via
Plexin signaling, we analyzed the genetic interaction of
sema-1a and plexinA mutants. Surprisingly, the loss of
one sema-1a copy leads to a mild ORN targeting pheno-
type (Figure 7K). In heterozygous plexinA mutants, no sig-
nificant misprojection could be detected (Figure 7L). In
contrast, the characteristic sema-1a mutant convergence
of ORN21a (data not shown) and ORN47b axons in
ectopic termination sites (Figure 7M) can be observed in
brains of sema-1a/plexinA double heterozygotes. In addi-
tion, double labeling of the maxillary ORN classes 46a/71a
in the sema-1a/plexinA mutant background revealed an
axonal intermingling phenotype (Figure 7P), which could
not be found in animals heterozygous for sema-1a
(Figure 7N) or plexinA (Figure 7O).178 Neuron 53, 169–184, January 18, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.Axon-Dendrite Interactions in sema-1a Mutants
Finally, to determine if the removal of Sema-1a from ORN
afferents also affects dendritic target field development,
we visualized the dendrite organization of the two main
AL neurons, projection neurons (PNs) and local interneu-
rons (LNs). GH146-Gal4 is expressed in two-thirds of all
PNs that innervate about 35 distinct glomeruli (Jefferis
et al., 2001; Stocker et al., 1997). In wild-type, individual
dendritic terminal branches distribute evenly throughout
the glomerulus (Figures 8A and 8C). No changes in the
axonal and dendritic glomerulus organization are found
for the ORN classes 22a (Figure S4B) and 47a (Figure 8B),
which in sema-1a mosaic showed a normal convergence
onto the DM2 and DM3 glomeruli, respectively. Similarly,
the VA1l/m glomerulus innervated by sema-1a mutant
ORN47b axons shows a normal GH146-positive dendrite
innervation (Figure 8D). Furthermore, the ectopic ORN47b
axon accumulation receives GH146-positive dendritic
input (Figure 8D).
To visualize the target specificity in axon-dendrite
matching, we analyzed the organization of a small PN sub-
set innervated by sema-1a mutant ORNs (Figure 8). In
wild-type, Mz19-Gal4-positive dendrites innervate the
glomeruli VA1d, DA1, and DC3 (Zhu and Luo, 2004). Fol-
lowing the removal of sema-1a in ORN-specific mosaics,
the misplaced ORN47b-positive glomerulus does not
contain any sign of Mz19 dendrite colocalization (Fig-
ure 8F). Instead, the Mz19-positive VA1d innervation is
restricted, similar to the situation in the wild-type AL, to
the ORN88a axon convergence (Figure 8H). This result
suggests that, in addition to receiving postsynaptic input,
class-specific ORN-PN matching seems to be maintained
in sema-1a ectopic glomeruli. In addition, no changes in
the glomerular arborization of LN dendrites in sema-1a
mutant ectopic ORN21a and 47b glomeruli could be
detected (Figures S4C–S4F) indicating a normal axon-
dendrite interaction between sema-1a mutant ORNs and
heterozygous postsynaptic AL target neurons. Further-
more, overexpression of Sema-1a in the Mz19-positive
PN subset leads to a subtle disorganization of the corre-
sponding dendrite pattern but does not induce changes
in the innervation of the presynaptic partners, e.g.,
ORN88a (Figure 8I) and ORN83c (data not shown).
DISCUSSION
Directing primary afferent projections to their distinct cen-
tral targets is essential for generating precise sensory
maps. However, the mechanisms how olfactory receptor
neurons establish an accurate map in their primary synap-
tic target region in the CNS are poorly understood
(Mombaerts, 2001). Here, we describe the function of
the signaling molecule Semaphorin-1a in controlling the
development of synaptic specificity in the Drosophila
olfactory system. The following main results suggest that
Sema-1a mediates a local interaction between ORN
axons during glomerular targeting. First, sema-1a-defi-
cient ORNs in an otherwise wild-type olfactory system
Neuron
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(A–D) Overexpression of Sema-1a in different ORN subsets disrupts glomerulus innervation. Expression of full-length Sema-1a in an ORN subset that
innervate neighboring glomeruli (A) lead to a disruption of glomerular boundaries (B). Expression of Sema-1a in a single ORN class projecting to VM1
(C) strongly reduces its glomerulus innervation (D).
(E–J) Characterization of the Sema-1a overexpression phenotype by visualizing the axonal projection of single ORN classes adjacent (I and J) and
within the expression domain (E–H). Projection of ORN47b in heterozygous sema-1a (K), heterozygous plexinA animals (L), and in double-heterozy-
gous animals for sema-1a/plexinA (M).
(N–P) Projection of ORN46a and 71a in heterozygous sema-1a (N), heterozygous plexinA (O) animals, and double-heterozygous animals for sema-1a/
plexinA (P). The graph shows the quantification of the different ORN axon-targeting phenotypes. Although an elongated 47b (arrows in [K] and [L]) and
a split 46a innervation can be seen in low frequency in wild-type antennal lobes and with an increased percentage in sema-1a and plexinA hetero-
zygots, a split 47b (arrow in [M]) and an intermingled 46a/71a (P) innervation phenotype can only be observed in double-heterozygous sema-1a/plexin
A animals.
Genotypes: (A) en-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP/+. (B) en-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP/UAS-sema-1a. (C) 72OK-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP/+. (D) 72OK-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP/UAS-
sema-1a. (E) en-Gal4 UAS-RFP/+; Or82a::CD8GFP/+. (F) en-Gal4 UAS-RFP/UAS-sema-1a; Or82a::CD8GFP/+. (G) en-Gal4 UAS-RFP/+; Or46a::
sytGFP/+. (H) en-Gal4 UAS-RFP/UAS-sema-1a; Or46a::sytGFP/+. (I) en-Gal4 UAS-RFP/UAS-sema-1a; Or43a::CD8GFP/+. (J) en-Gal4 UAS-RFP/
UAS-sema-1a; Or92a::CD8GFP/+.
(A–D) Green: Syt-GFP; red: DN-Cadherin; blue: TOTO-3. (E–J) Green: Syt-GFP/CD8GFP; red: RFP; blue: DN-Cadherin.project normally from the sensory epithelium to the CNS
target region but fail to segregate their axons in a class-
specific manner. Second, sema-1a functions primarily
nonautonomously onto neighboring ORN classes during
axon targeting, as revealed in ‘‘forward’’ and ‘‘reverseMARCM’’ analyses. Third, based on a strong genetic inter-
action sema-1a controlled axonal signaling is mediated via
plexinA receptor function. Finally, the postsynaptic den-
drite organization and synaptic specificity of correspond-
ing AL target neurons appear to be unaffected followingNeuron 53, 169–184, January 18, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 179
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(A–D) Organization of GH146-positive PN dendrites in glomeruli innervated by sema-1a mutant ORN axons.
(A) In the sema-1a mutant ORN47a class that displays a normal projection onto its target glomerulus, no alteration in the PN dendrite innervation can
be detected.
(C and D) Similarly, ectopic ORN47b glomeruli contain GH146-positive dendrites of the same density as in its VA1l/m location.
(E–H) Removal of sema-1a from ORN axons does not affect class-specific PN dendrite patterning.
(I) Postsynaptic overexpression of Sema-1a does not affect axon-dendrite interactions.
Genotypes: (A and C) eyFLP; GH146-Gal4 FRT40/cycE FRT40; OR::sytGFP UAS-CD2. (B and D) eyFLP; sema-1aV2-13 GH146-Gal4 FRT40/cycE
FRT40; OR::sytGFP UAS-CD2. (E) eyFLP; FRT40/Mz19-Gal4 FRT40; Or47b::sytGFP UAS-CD2. (F) eyFLP; sema-1aV2-13 FRT40/Mz19-Gal4 FRT40;
Or47b::sytGFP UAS-CD2. (G) Mz19-Gal4/+; Or::88aCD8GFP UAS-CD2. (H) eyFLP; sema-1aV2-13 FRT40/Mz19-Gal4 FRT40; Or::88asytGFP
UAS-CD2, (I) Mz19-Gal4/UAS-sema-1a; Or::88aCD8GFP UAS-CD2.
Green: Syt-GFP/CD8GFP; red: CD2; blue: TOTO-3.the removal of Sema-1a from ORN axons, indicating a sig-
nificant independent patterning ability of the olfactory af-
ferents during sensory map formation. The fact that ec-
topic axons do not simply ‘‘spill over’’ into neighboring
glomeruli but extend into a distinct direction, normally oc-
cupied by another ORN class with a different Sema-1a ex-
pression level, suggests a short-range signaling mecha-
nism that mediates the sorting of axons with different
OR identity.
ORN Class-Specific Function of Sema-1a in Axon
Targeting
Out of the 44 described ORN classes in the adult olfactory
system (Couto et al., 2005; Fishilevich and Vosshall, 2005),
22 were tested in sema-1a mosaics and roughly half of
them display local axonal convergence defects. There is
no obvious link between the requirement of sema-1a
and other features like sensillum type (as both trichoid
and basiconic ORNs are affected) or position of the
ORNs in the periphery or their target glomerulus in the
AL. A class-specific ORN targeting defect in large mosaic180 Neuron 53, 169–184, January 18, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.clones has been described for other genes involved in ol-
factory system connectivity, like Dscam, N-Cadherin, or
Acj6 (Hummel et al., 2003; Hummel and Zipursky, 2004;
Komiyama et al., 2004). In contrast to these genes, which
show a ubiquitous expression in the developing AL,
Sema-1a is the first signaling molecule described so far
that displays a complex spatial expression pattern in
newly formed, neighboring glomeruli. However, there is
no simple correlation apparent between the Sema-1a
expression level and expressivity of the ORN targeting
phenotype for all ORN classes analyzed (see Table S1).
In same cases, highly expressing glomeruli appear to
define regions that are avoided by neighboring Sema-
1a-sensitive axons, thereby restricting their convergence
area. This model would be in agreement with our data sug-
gesting a strong nonautonomous function of sema-1a
onto neighboring axons for some of the ORN classes.
Furthermore, ORN47b and the adjacent ORN88a axons
display the same Sema-1a expression level and axon ter-
mini of these ORN classes do not intermingle in sema-1a
mutants. But we also find AL areas in which highly
Neuron
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ORN Axon Sorting
Two-step model of ORN axon segregation.
(A) In the first step, intermingled axons of differ-
ent ORN classes segregate from another into
protoglomeruli via intraclass adhesion (N-
Cadherin-dependent) and interclass repulsion
(Sema-1a-dependent). This step initiates glo-
merular boundaries formation between fields
of axons of different OR identity.
(B) In the second step, repulsive signals
between presorted protoglomeruli lead to the
mature glomerulus arrangement with their
characteristic size, shape, and position (C).
Disruption of step 1 leads to a mixing of ORN
classes as seen in sema-1a mutants for
ORN46a/71a. Disruption of step 2 produces
misshapen or split glomeruli depending on
local variations in attractive and repulsive
signals in the mutant mosaic tissues.expressing ORN classes extend into regions of low Sema-
1a expression in sema-1a mutants. In general, local axon
targeting defects are observed for ORN classes that pro-
ject to the same AL regions but express different levels of
Sema-1a. In contrast, none of the tested ORN classes
projecting into the Sema-1a-negative dorsomedial AL
is affected in mutant mosaics. Finally, the differential
Sema-1a expression levels of developing glomeruli could
also be partially caused by the expression of sema-1a in
AL target neurons. Unfortunately, due to technical limita-
tions (lack of early ORN class specific markers), we cannot
distinguish between an axonal and dendritic contribution.
Nevertheless, this differential spatiotemporal expression
pattern of Sema-1a is likely to provide local positional
information during class-specific axonal convergence.
Distinct Steps in Afferent Axon Sorting Ensures
Precise Olfactory Map Formation
The development of neuronal connections in the verte-
brate olfactory system seems to occur in distinct phases
leading to a progressive refinement that ultimately results
in the precise matching of pre- and postsynaptic partner
neurons. In Drosophila, the global spatial organization of
ORN classes in the antenna is also maintained in their
projections onto the AL (Couto et al., 2005; Fishilevich
and Vosshall, 2005). Mutations in the guidance receptor
Dscam (Hummel et al., 2003) and the signaling adaptor
molecules Dock and Pak (Ang et al., 2003) affect the topo-
graphic pattern but the developmental mechanism con-
trolling zonal segregation is unclear. Once restricted toNa target field subcompartment, signaling between ORN
axons carrying distinct molecular identities allows over-
lapping axons to sort out via homotypic adhesion and
heterotypic repulsion. In vertebrates, misexpression of
various odorant receptor variants lead to distinct axonal
segregation and convergence phenotypes, indicating
that these molecules are an essential part of the ORN
class-specific axonal identity code (Feinstein and Mom-
baerts, 2004). In contrast, different EphrinA class signaling
molecules have been shown to affect the local positioning
of glomeruli without changing the ORN class identity
(Cutforth et al., 2003). From our analysis of sema-1a func-
tion, we propose a two-step mechanism controlling local
ORN axon segregation in the Drosophila olfactory system
(see Figure 9). First, as shown in earlier studies, the initial
ORN axon targeting occurs over a broader domain of the
early AL followed by receptor class-specific axon sorting
in the process of protoglomerulus formation (Hummel
and Zipursky, 2004; Jefferis et al., 2004). At this stage,
overlapping axon termini segregate from another via intra-
class adhesion (N-Cadherin-dependent) and interclass
repulsion (Sema-1a-dependent), which leads to protoglo-
merular domains with different OR identities. However, the
boundaries between adjacent protoglomeruli are still
unshaped and intertwined due to innate variations in the
initial axon in-growth. In the second step, repulsive signals
between presorted protoglomeruli lead to the mature
glomerulus arrangement with their characteristic size,
shape, and position. The fact that the loss of sema-1a
affects axon targeting of some ORN classes at the firsteuron 53, 169–184, January 18, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 181
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out correctly but fail to perform the subsequent protoglo-
merular patterning (‘‘type 2 convergence defect’’) indi-
cates the existence of class-specific targeting mecha-
nisms. Following these afferent-afferent interactions,
ORN axons and PN dendrites have to assemble into
a functional glomerulus. The finding that PN dendrites in
sema-1a mutant project to ectopic glomeruli in a class-
specific manner is a strong indication that a final axon-
dendrite matching mechanism is able to adapt to local
perturbances in the protoglomerular field. Similar adjust-
ments of the axonal targeting have recently been reported
following the local disruption of the dendritic field (Zhu
et al., 2006), implying a sophisticated recognition code
between the pre- and postsynaptic components.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Genetics
Fly stocks were maintained in standard medium at 25C unless stated
otherwise. Three different Semaphorin-1a alleles were analyzed,
sema-1a V2-13 (this study), sema-1aP1, and sema-1aP2 (Kolodkin
et al., 1993; Yu et al., 1998). All sema-1a alleles lead to similar axonal
defects in eyFLP-induced ORN mosaics.
Markers for Different ORN Subclasses and AL Neurons
To label a subset of ORNs we used the following promoters fused to
Gal4: Or22a, Or23a, Or46a, Or47a, and Or47b (Vosshall et al., 2000);
Or59c and Or71c (Hummel et al., 2003), Gr21a (Scott et al., 2001);
Or85e, Or88a, Or92a (Komiyama et al., 2004); Or19a, Or42a, Or42b,
Or43a, Or43b, Or49b, Or67b, Or67c, Or82a, Or83c (Couto et al.,
2005); Or49a, Or65a, Or83c (Fishilevich and Vosshall, 2005). The re-
porters to visualize axons and synaptic terminals were UAS-mCD8-
GFP (Lee and Luo, 1999) and UAS-N-synaptobrevin-GFP (Estes
et al., 2000). To visualize all ORNs in mosaics the enhancer trap line
Gal4-C155 (elav-Gal4 [Lin and Goodman, 1994]) was used. SG18.1-
Gal4 (Jhaveri et al., 2000) and MT14-Gal4 (Tissot et al., 1997) are pref-
erentially expressed in early projecting ORNs. The GH298-Gal4 and
C753-Gal4 lines are expressed in LNs (Stocker et al., 1997; Yang
et al., 1995). Projection neurons were visualized with the enhancer
trap lines GH146-Gal4 and Mz19-Gal4 (Jefferis et al., 2004). The
con-Gal4 line was derived from the enhancer trap line rF400 (A.
Nose) via P-element replacement (Sepp and Auld, 1999). Unilateral ax-
otomy was performed as previously described (Hummel et al., 2003).
For simultaneous visualization of two ORN classes or target neurons
and ORN terminals the Synaptotagmin-GFP was directly expressed
under OR promotor control (Fishilevich and Vosshall, 2005; Hummel
and Zipursky, 2004).
Genetic Mosaics
All of the genetic mosaics were generated using the FRT/FLP system
(Xu and Rubin, 1993) with various Gal4 drivers (see previous section).
For large clones in the antenna and maxillary palps, an eyFLP insertion
on the X chromosome was used (Newsome et al., 2000). For small
clones and single-cell analysis, a hsp70-FLP transgene on the X chro-
mosome was used (Golic and Lindquist, 1989). To increase the fraction
of sema-1a mutant ORNs, we generated sema-1a mutant clones in
a genetic background in which heterozygous cells were also heterozy-
gous for a cycE mutation; after mitotic recombination, cells homozy-
gous for the wild-type allele of sema-1a were homozygous for cycE,
which cannot proliferate and cycE/+ cells compete poorly for growth
with cells homozygous for sema-1a mutant cells. As recombination
promoted by eyFLP occurs multiple times in a given lineage, the inclu-
sion of a cycE mutation linked to the wild-type sema-1a allele markedly182 Neuron 53, 169–184, January 18, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Incincreases the proportion of disc cells homozygous for sema-1a. Geno-
type used: eyFLP; sema-1a FRT40/cycE FRT40; Or-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP.
Control clones are eyFLP; w+FRT40/cycE FRT40; Or-Gal4 UAS-
sytGFP. To visualize the homozygous mutant ORNs, the MARCM
system (Lee and Luo, 1999) with various Gal4 drivers (see previous
section) and TubP-Gal80 FTR40 was used. To visualize all ORNs,
mosaics were generated in flies of the following genotype: eyFLP;
FRT40/Gal80 FRT40; elav-Gal4 UAS-mCD8GFP and eyFLP; sema-
1a FRT40/Gal80 FRT40; elav-Gal4 UAS-mCD8GFP. To visualize
ORN subclasses, mosaics were generated in flies of the following
genotype: eyFLP; FRT40/Gal80 FRT40; Or-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP and
eyFLP; sema-1a FRT40/Gal80 FRT40; Or-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP. ‘‘Reverse
MARCM’’ genotype was as follows: eyFLP; sema-1a Gal80 FRT40/
FRT40; Or-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP. Single-cell clones were obtained by
heat shocking late third-instar larvae (30 min at 37C) of the following
genotypes: hsFLP; FRT40/Gal80 FRT40; Or-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP and
hsFLP; sema-1a FRT40/Gal80 FRT40; Or-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP. To visu-
alize ORN terminals and target cell dendrites, we used the following
genotype: eyFLP; Or::sytGFP FRT40/cycE FRT40; C753-Gal4 UAS-
CD2 and eyFLP; sema-1a Or::sytGFP FRT40/cycE FRT40; C753-
Gal4 UAS-CD2, eyFLP; GH146-Gal4FRT40/cycE FRT40; Or::sytGFP
UAS-CD2, eyFLP; sema-1a GH146-Gal4 FRT40/cycE FRT40; Or::
sytGFP UAS-CD2. Developmental studies with the marker con-Gal4
were performed using pupae of the following genotypes: eyFLP;
FRT40/Gal80 FRT40; con-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP and eyFLP; sema-1a
FRT40/Gal80 FRT40; con-Gal4 UAS-sytGFP.
Immunohistology
Primary antibodies used for immunohistochemistry were: rabbit anti-
Sema-1a (1:1000; kindly provided by A. Kolodkin), rat anti-N-Cadherin
extracellular domain (DN-Ex #8; 1:20; Iwai et al., 1997, DSHB); rabbit
anti-GFP (1: 1000; Molecular Probes); and nc82 (1:20; Stortkuhl et al.,
1994); mouse anti-Elav (1:10; DSHB). Secondary antibodies used
were as follows (all 1:300): goat anti-rabbit F(ab)0 fragment coupled to
Alexa 488 (Molecular Probes), and goat anti-mouse F(ab)0 fragment
coupled to Alexa 568 (Molecular Probes), goat anti-rat F(ab)0 fragment
coupled to Alexa 568 (Molecular Probes), and goat anti-mouse F(ab)0
fragment coupled to Alexa 647 (Molecular Probes). For general nuclear
staining, TOTO-3 (1:2000; Molecular Probes) was used.
Immunostaining of brains of adult flies and pupae were carried out
essentially as described in Van Vactor et al. (1991), with the following
exceptions: (1) adult brains were fixed in 2% PFA for 90 min, and (2)
for the dissection of the pupal brains, the pupal cases were open,
2% PFA was added, and the brains were allowed to fix for 10 min
before further dissection in 2% PFA. The overall time of fixation in
2% PFA was 90 min. Fluorescent samples were analyzed using a Leica
LSM and Zeiss Meta510 confocal microscopes.
Supplemental Data
The Supplemental Data for this article can be found online at http://
www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/53/2/169/DC1/.
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